


Adapted from iconic industrial designer Niels 
Diffrient’s original Smart chair, Smart Conference 
takes intuitive comfort to a new level of luxury 
suitable for any meeting space. 

Smart Conference shares the same intuitive, ergonomic, 
and sustainable design as our award-winning Smart Chair. 
It adjusts instantly to the user’s body, providing a perfectly 
tailored sitting experience for all. No matter their shape or 
size, each sitter enjoys the same comfort, support, and 
movement in a chair that feels made just for them.





With a career spanning more than 50 years, industrial 
designer Niels Diffrient revolutionized the industry by 
focusing on the human experience. He developed a 
deep understanding of how people live, work, and 
interact with their environments, and created products 
with timeless forms that solved functional problems 
as simply and elegantly as possible. Above all, Diffrient 
put the user first. As he once stated, “the best way 
to know what people want and need is not by asking 
them, but by understanding them.”  

As with all Diffrient designs, Smart Conference 
emphasizes function. This approach provides a 
streamlined sitting experience, with unparalleled 
support for nearly every body type. It also results 
in a timeless, minimalist, and universally appealing 
aesthetic, appropriate for any setting.

A smart chair adapts to 
your weight and shape 
automatically, as if the 
chair were made for  
you personally."
- Niels Diffrient

"



Weight-Compensating Recline  
utilizes the sitter's weight to provide 
automatic and personalized support 
in any position without the need for 
adjusting knobs and levers

Carbon Negative, Free of Red List 
chemicals and made in a True Zero 
certified facility

Optional return-to-height cylinders 
keeps chairs at one uniform height, 
bringing the chair back to its highest 
height when unoccupied

Form-Sensing Technology takes on 
the shape of the sitter's back as if it was 
custom made for them

Healthy, Sustainable, Luxurious 
Available in premium, chrome-free 
leather

Greaseless cylinder

Supports users 5’ – 6’4”(152cm – 193cm), 100 – 400 lbs (45.4kg – 181kg)

15 Year Warranty  
Components and Parts 

5 Year Warranty 
Textile/Cushions and Arm Pads

Frame and Base Option Arm Style Options Caster Options Cylinder Options

 Polished Aluminum  Armless

 Fixed Duron Arms

  Fixed Duron Arms with 
Matching Textile

 Standard

 Soft

 Locking

 5” Standard

 3” Return Height

 5” Return Height



Like all Humanscale products, Smart Conference was designed 
with a positive environmental impact in mind at every stage of 
its development. For us, the best designs in the world achieve 
more with less, and sustainability is the natural result of this 
focus. Smart Conference’s lightweight design minimizes the 
environmental impact of its shipping. 

Smart Conference is made for durability and longevity. Its textiles 
are meticulously selected and tested beyond industry standards 
to ensure that it performs and looks like new after many years 
of use. Its modular design allows parts to be easily swapped out 
and disassemble at the end of its life. As a result, the life of the 
chair is extended and can be used after its first/original initial life. 

Across the board, Humanscale products are free of Red 
List chemicals. Smart Conference is no exception and is 
manufactured in a certified True Zero Waste facility, adhering  
to the industry’s highest standards for sustainability.

CERTIFICATION PENDING



Espresso 
ML21

Stone 
ML11

Terra 
ML23

Slate 
ML12

Bone 
ML31

Carbon  
ML10

Teak 
ML22

Frost 
ML13

Smart Conference is exclusively 
upholstered in Maribo. This European 
leather was consciously selected for 
its alternative tanning and semi-aniline 
characteristics that expose its natural 
beauty, remaining durable without 
harmful chromium processing. This 
contributes to its luxurious look, feel 
and comfort, the softest chrome-free 
leather we have ever seen.

Available soon in Kvadrat  
textiles, offering a variety of 
textures, patterns, and colors. 



SPECIFICATIONS INCHES MILLIMETERS

Seat Depth 17.50” – 20” 444mm – 508mm

Seat Height 17.63” – 22.8” 448mm – 580mm

Seat Width 19.25” 489mm

Backrest Height 22.5” 572mm

Backrest Width 18.6” 472mm

Armrest Height 8.75” 222mm

Armrest Length 9.13” 232mm

Distance Between Armrests 18.5” 470mm

Height 40” – 44.8” 1016mm – 1138mm

Base Diameter 26” 660mm

Chair Width 26.50” 673mm

Chair Depth 26” 660mm

POUNDS KILOGRAMS

Chair Weight
(Armless) 39.2lbs 17.8kg

Chair Weight
(With Arms) 41lbs 18.6kg
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